
 

Coming next in domotics—houses that
decipher voice commands
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In the race for a smart everything, houses seem to be gathering more
attention every year. Voice control is one of the features that high-tech
companies are willing to invest in and - while technological solutions are
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still in their early stages - an EU-funded project is looking to blow their
mind by going a step further: voice control spiced up with automated
speech recognition.

'This was an impressive demonstration,' says Alina Suhetzki. Only a year-
and-a-half after the LISTEN project's kick-off, the EC project officer
had the chance to experience the technology and see its potential at the
mid-term project review meeting taking place in Heraklion, Greece, in
mid-January. Using voice commands in English language, she
successfully switched the lights on and off with no delay in execution
whatsoever.

This demonstration was a big step in the right direction for LISTEN
researchers, whose core ambition is to design and implement a hardware
and software environment that enables robust, hands-free, voice-based
access to web applications in smart homes. This environment combines a
speech capture system operating as a wireless acoustic sensor network
(WASN) with an automatic speech recognition system.

Currently recognising as many as four languages (English, French, Italian
and Greek), the novel system allows users to switch various smart
appliances on and off, but also to perform regular actions such as web
search, email dictation, access to social networks, etc. All this, with no
headset or need to speak close to a microphone.

LISTEN brings together research foundation FORTH, RWTH Aachen,
the European Media Laboratory (EML) and Italian voice-text and print
company Cedat85. The four partners admittedly aim to bridge the gap
between the acoustic sensors and the automatic speech recognition
research communities, but also to push the boundaries of current state-of-
the-art.

Recently, researchers from project partners FORTH and RWTH Aachen
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seized an opportunity to shine on the occasion of the 4th CHIME Speech
Separation and Recognition Challenge. LISTEN technology came second
in all three different tracks of the challenge using 1, 2, or 6 microphones
respectively for capturing speech signals. The challenge welcomed a
total of 15 participants.

'We are very proud about these results that clearly indicate the quality of
our team, and the potential of LISTEN to develop innovative research
and attract the attention of the research community,' Prof. Athanasios
Mouchtaris, LISTEN project coordinator and affiliated Researcher at
FORTH, said after the challenge.

  More information: Project website: www.listen-project.eu/
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